
  
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Learning how to trade with consistent success can be a costly and time-consuming 
business.  So rather than starting from scratch, why not give yourself a helping hand by 
adopting the tried and tested techniques of the pros.  Here, Matt Blackman explains how 
Roy Kelly's Floor Traders Tools for TradeStation can significantly cut the cost of 
success. 
 
 
 
 

t is always interesting to speak to traders who 
have been around the block more than once and 
have the battle scars to prove it.  New traders are 
always keen to know how much they should spend 
on seminars, books and programs to get to the 
point where they can consistently make money, 

but it is not a question they often have the nerve to ask. 
The night before Roy Kelly's recent trading 

seminar 

t on every trading  
ok, se

he questioner nodded nervously. 
al,” he said in his 

id-west

xperienced smiled in acknowledgment. 
mong the few I 

ill use

ent raises an interesting question.  

ent seven figures and took 
ore tha

All traders must run the learning gauntlet 
fore t

in Houston, a trader in his early sixties was 
asked this question while having a drink in his hotel.  He 
was well known to a number of traders at the table as 
someone who had paid his dues and made a comfortable 
living trading full time.  The questioner was a novice 
trader.  Up to that point, the conversation had been 
light.  But as the question hit its target, a hush 
enveloped the table and all eyes darted in his direction.  
It was not something one normally asked a relative 
stranger.  The pro took a long sip on his fresh vodka 
tonic, swallowed and began to speak. 
 “You mean what I have spen
bo minar, training session, computer program and 
all the rest, since I got started?” He asked as if to buy 
some time. 
 
T
 “I'd say about $100,000 in tot
m ern American drawl. “And most of the stuff is 
collecting dust in a drawer somewhere.”  Those newer to 
trading squirmed in their seats, while the more  
 
 
 
 
 
 

e
 “But Roy Kelly's indicators are a
st ,” he finished. It was an endorsement that 
money couldn't buy, yet it made us all feel a lot better 
about having made the commitment in time and 
expense to be there.  It was too bad that Roy wasn't 
there to hear it. 
 This incid
What does the average trader spend to reach the point 
of success?  For many it may be a few thousand dollars, 
but they are the lucky ones.  The other end of the 
spectrum is lettered with the losing brokerage statement 
of those who never make it. 
 One trader I know sp
m n 20 years.  He made millions and lost it  “three 
or four time” before breaking the boom and bust cycle.  
He is not alone.  Among the ranks of dedicated 
professionals, mistakes have catastrophic significance.  
But it doesn't really matter if your account size is 
$10,000 or hundreds of millions.  Success in this 
business requires a dedication that often borders on 
fanaticism.  Winners simply refuse to see failure as an 
option. 
 
be hey “get it”.  How much it costs and how long it 
takes depends on a combination of skill and luck.  There 
is no right answer for everyone.  But it is certainly 
cheaper to take too many seminars, get carried away in 
buying books and learn more computer programs that  
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em necessary than to go broke even once.  And this 

ho is Roy Kelly? 
be a household name, but Roy Kelly 

as dev
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e mar

 hands 
 in th

rading the Roy Kelly method 
ce, he began to find 

icator

ter, he automated one of his trading methods 
to a Tr

t 
gical s

he seminars - back to basics 
ey trading in the early 

80s. 

 
e also kept a daily journal, recording his actions and 
bservations.  It was important to know what allowed 
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g market hours 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
se
was the primary reason why there were so many traders 
at Kelly's seminar. 
 
W
 He may not 
h eloped a solid reputation among his peers. He 
got his start after losing $30,000 by entrusting it to a 
fast talking options broker in the mid 1970's. Three 
weeks after writing the cheque to open his account, his 
broker called to ask for another $750 to cover margin 
losses.  His original investment was gone.  It was the 
equivalent of losing more than $200,000 today.  An 
expensive lesson , but it helped put him on the right 
track. 
 
th kets, he would have to take full responsibility.  
This was lesson number two.  Over the next 10 years, he 
used whatever resources he could, combined with lots of 
determination and personal sacrifice, to make it. 
 Roy bought everything he could lay his
on e late 1970s and early 1980s, spending tens of 
thousands of dollars.  Two of the biggest lessons he 
learned was the importance of money management 
skills, a dedications to the business of trading. 
 
T
 As Roy gained experien
ind s that worked for him.  He became proficient 
with TradeStation in the early days, and designed and 
developed his own indicators.  His first big 
breakthroughs were the Kelly Cycle Identifier and Turn 
Point Indicators, which he has continued to modify and 
still uses today.  Unhappy with the moving average 
indicators available, he developed something he called 
the Roy Kelly Advance MA for the S&P 500, and other 
markets. 
 La
in adeStation strategy, which was rated by Futures 
Truth as the number one S&P 500 system in 1997. 
 With experience came expertise, and the nex
lo tep was to offer training.  He developed his 
seminars as a result. 
 
T
 Roy began to make mon
19  He developed a trading plan that described 
where to enter trades, take profits and place stops.  His 
plan defined a trend (he only traded in the direction of 
the trend), and was the tool he used to take emotions 
(the biggest being fear and greed) out of his trading. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

H
o
him to be successful, but he also documented when and 
why he failed.  He developed the following list of reasons 
why success had eluded most traders: 
 

1) Lack of (or didn't follo

3) Failure to use or obey stops 
4) Taking very small profits 
5) Overstaying a position 
6) Overtrading an account 
7) Changing strategy durin
8) Lack of patience 
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 wasn't rocket science, just plain old common 
sense.  t how many of us are guilty of one, or more, 
of these

d 

30  

Most of the participants at the seminar already 
ors  packages and had 

me to

 For a complete list and descriptions, visit 
ww.tre

Cycle Id
As mentioned in figure 1, the FT Kelly's Cycle 

f the most powerful and useful in the 
ckage

matical cycle recognition process 
ther t

ar 
rve a 

Cycle Turn Points and Cycle Major Turn Points 
l.  The former warns of potential 

inor tr

 
It
Bu
 failures even though we know better? Having 

the best trading plan and habits is no good if you don't 
have the ironclad discipline to follow them religiously. 
 His seminar was seeded with words of wisdom, 
but it also included some useful market indicators an
data that could greatly improve results. For example, 
when day trading try to make your money early.  Often 
that is when the greatest buying and selling takes place.  
The first hour is known as amateur hour, since that is 
when inexperienced traders jump in with emotions in 
high gear.  They are easy prey to those who check their 
emotions at the door and use a written game plan. 
 Other tips included looking for the counter trend 
during the lunch hour, never shorting bonds after 2.
EST and being wary of thin markets. 
 
The Roy Kelly (RK) indicators 
 
owned at least one of his indicat
co  hear Roy explain them in detail.  After lunch on 
day one, he began, complete with a multitude of market 
examples. 
 In all, Roy Kelly's Floor Trader Tools includes 15 
indicators. 
w ndpro.com/floortraders.html. 
  

A few favorites: 
 

entifier 
 
identifier is one o
pa , especially when used in conjunction with the 
Cycle Turn Point (small red and magenta dots in figure 
1) and Cycle Forecaster indicators (see figure 2). The 
Filtered Waves (trend Channels) and Trident indicators 
were also very useful. 
 The Cycle Identifier recognizes tops and 
bottoms using a mathe
(ra han being based on an oscillator, which can give 
more false than real signals).  The cycle indicator will 
disappear in cases where a trend reversal does not 
materialize, but these signals are relatively rare.  
According to the supporting literature, the indicator 
properly identifies 75-88% of cycle tops and bottoms. 
 This is a real help in deciding when to enter and 
exit trades.  Even signals that eventually disappe
se purpose in warning of a potential change in 
direction, allowing the trader to protect profits.  If the 
trend regains momentum, the trade can simply be re-
entered.  The indicator plots both major and minor cycle. 
 
Cycle Turn Points 
 
are also very usefu
m end changes, and the latter, major changes (see 
small and large dots on price bars). A trader ignores 
signals generated by both the Cycle Identifier and Cycle 
Turn Points at his or her peril, especially major warnings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Filtered Waves 

Filtered Waves confirm trend channels and are a 
ator for swing or channel trading in the 

irection

Auto Trend line as the name implies 
s the most recent trends.  A break 

ns of

RK Trident confirms existing trades.  It 
rice balance points, profit targets, exit and 

ry p

To assist traders, Roy recently launched a 
sing Hotcomm.  It allows users to follow 

des s

 
highly useful indic
d  of the trend.  The user may set the trend 
sensitivity depending on the preferred type of trading – 
lower per cent changes for shorter trends, and higher for 
longer trends.  It is set to 3.5% trend in figure 2. 
 
Auto TrendLine 
 
automatically plot
war  a potential change in direction. 
 
RK Trident 
 
establishes p
ent rices.  It comes complete with an Expert 
Commentary to help the trader confirm that his entry 
and exit points were correct.  It's like having a trading 
coach sitting beside you. 
 
Chatroom 
 
chatroom u
tra econd by second during market hours called by a 
pro and long-time user of his signals.  It costs $200 a 
month and requires Hotcomm Lite (see link below), but 
it is well worth the cost for those who like to get  
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Product reviewed 
 
Product reviewed Roy Kelly’s Floor Traders Tools™ 

ost $899.00, including videos 

anufacture ARC Systems Inc., 18oo East Sahara Avenue, Suite 107, Las Vegas, NV USA 89104 

pro.com 

ystem Requirements Windows 98 or higher, Pentium 4 1.7 GHz, 384 MB RAM, 6 GGB free hard drive space. Works 

achines used in testing 
 512 MB RAM, 800 MHz, 8GB hard drive 

Both
MHz machine, it was significantly faster on the 2.4 GHz

 
C
 
M
Phone: +1.530.245-8999 
Internet: http://www.trend
Email: support@trendpro.com
 
S
with TradeStation 2000i or higher. Broadband Internet connection recommended. 
 
M

1) Desktop – Windows 2000,
2) Desktop – Windows 2000, 512 MB RAM, 2.4 GHz, 80GB hard drive 
 machines equipped with TradeStation version 7.01 

While the program and indicators worked fine with the 800  
machine  
 
D
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trader is expected to develop and follow his own trading 
plan, but it is interesting to watch a professional trader 
in action using the Kelly system.  There is a free 
chatroom trial for those who wish to check it out. 
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st ne.  They require the use of TradeStation as the 
primary charting program.  I spoke with a number of 
traders, novice and experienced, who put a lot of faith in 
Kelly’s indicators to trade on a daily basis. 
 However, they are no guarantee
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Th ll depend on the personality, proficiency and 
discipline of each trader.  However, if you prefer to learn 
through the experience and mistakes of others, the 
indicators and his seminar are highly recommended. 
 If you are the type, who believes that 
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in designing your own workable system of original 
indicators are slim to none.  Only one person can invent 
the wheel, the rest are just copycats.  Trying to figure it 
out on your own is nothing more than a waste of time, if 
someone else has already done it for you. 
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are used by traders who prove their power day in and 
day out, check out Roy Kelly's website and indicator 
packages.  As a popular TV ad in North America selling 
oil filters used to say a few years ago, you can pay a 
little now to use the product or a lot more later for not 
using it. By Matt Blackman 
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ata Inter-day data provided by TradeStation 

hartroom Moderated by Roy Kelly’s pro trader. Requires Hotcomm Lite available at http://www.hotcomm.com. Cost 

eminar Attending a Roy Kelly seminar is well worth the expense and time. Not only will you have a chance to hear a 

 
C
for the lite version is $59.95 for three months or $189.00 per annum. A free trial is currently available 
 
S
pro talk about trading, you will also meet and have a chance to chew the fat with some other talented traders. Cost is 
$1,499 

echnical Analysts 
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